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Using relatively recent results from multivariate distribution theory, the expecta- 
tion of a ratio of quadratic forms in normal variables is obtained. Infinite series 
expressions involving the invariant polynomials of matrix argument are derived. 
Convergence of the solution depends upon the choice made for two positive, but 
upper bounded, constants. The same methodology is used to obtain the expectation 
of multiple ratios of quadratic forms in normal variables. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let y be an (n x 1) normally distributed vector with mean o and positive 
definite variancecovariance matrix Q, i.e., y - N(o, Q). For the present, let 
r denote a ratio of quadratic forms in normal variables, that is, 
r = ( y’Ay )P ( y’By ) --4. (1.1) 
In (1.1 ), p and q are non-negative real numbers and p # q unless stated 
otherwise. Both A and B are (n xn) symmetric matrices. Furthermore, 
allow y’Ay and y’By to be dependent, that is, AS2B # 0. 
Many estimators and test statistics take the form of (1.1). The exact 
moments of such statistics are of interest, and the purpose of this paper is 
to examine the expectation of r, E(r). There are numerous examples of 
studies which have considered particular aspects of this problem. Sawa 
[26] and Mehta and Swamy [21] examine moments of the k-Class 
estimator in simultaneous equations models. Srivastava and Tiwari [29] 
and Dwivedi and Sti.vastava [ 121 examine moments of the Double k-Class 
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estimator. Sawa [27], Nankervis and Savin [23], and Grubb and Symons 
[13] examine the moments of the least squares estimator in the 
autoregressive model. DeGooijer [lo] examines the moments of sample 
autocorrelations in time series ARIMA models. And moments of the test 
statistic of various tests of restrictions on the coefficients and of the 
covariance matrix in the general linear regression model have been 
examined by many authors, Durbin and Watson [ 111, for instance. 
In this paper, a direct approach to evaluating E(r) is taken. After a 
simple transformation to independent components, the expectation is 
obtained by averaging with respect to the transformed variables. 
A distinguishing feature of the solution for E(r) which contrasts with 
earlier work on similar expectations (see, in particular, Sawa [26,27], 
Magnus [20], and Jones [18]) is that unresolved integrals do not appear. 
The solution for E(r) takes the form of an infinite series, the convergence 
of which depends upon the choice made for two positive, but upper boun- 
ded, constants. The constants appear as a result of expressing the quadratic 
forms as convergent generalized hypergeometric functions. 
Technically, the exposition of theoretical results depends heavily on the 
great economy of notation afforded by the use of the zonal polynomials 
introduced by James, and the invariant polynomials with multiple matrix 
arguments introduced by Davis. Zonal polynomial theory is surveyed in 
James [ 171, and Muirhead [22] also contains many useful references. For 
invariant polynomial theory see Davis [7-93, Chikuse [2], and Chikuse 
and Davis [4, 51. 
Section 2 of the paper deals with the simplest case, that in which A and 
B in (1.1) are positive definite (A, B> 0). This enables a straightforward 
derivation of E(r). Applications to problems concerning time series models 
and linear regression models are examined in Section 3. 
The fourth section of the paper relaxes the assumption on B to positive 
semidefiniteness (B > 0). After further transformation to ensure that the 
denominator quadratic form involves a strictly positive definite matrix, the 
solution for E(r) is shown to involve a mixture of expectations identical in 
form to those considered in Section 2. 
The generalization to an expectation of a product of distinct ratios is 
examined briefly in Section 5. An application involving the expectation of 
products of time series autocorrelation coefficients is undertaken. 
2. POSITIVE DEFINITE A AND B 
It will be convenient to transform r such that the normal variables have 
independent components. Define x = L - ‘y - A@, I,), where L is some 
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(n x n) non-singular matrix such that Q = LL’ and p = L-‘co. Let D = L’AL 
and F = L’BL, and assuming A, B > 0 then D, F > 0. Therefore, 
r = r$jy$‘,, = (x’Dx)j’ (~‘Fx)-~, (2.1) 
where the extension in notation is obvious. 
The expectation of the ratio, E(r), is given by 
E(r$?$,) = 
I 
(x’Dx)~ (x’Fx)-~ pdf(x) dx 
W” 





where I = p’p and [w” denotes the set of (n x 1) real vectors. The integration 
over x is conveniently accomplished by transforming x + (v, S) according 
to the decomposition x = t&2, where u’u = 1 and scalar s > 0. The set of 
(n x m) matrices V such that VI’= Z, is known as the Stiefel manifold 
which is denoted by V(m, n); thus u E V( 1, n). The Jacobian of transforma- 
tion is t(~)“‘~-‘; cf. Herz [14, Lemma 1.41. Thus 
E(r$j:&) =i (27~~“‘~ eC112 j,,, n) Iom (u’Du)~ (~‘Fu)-~ 
x e’ -S/2 + d,d~z)Sn/2 + p - q - 1 * due 
(2.3) 
Let 0(m) = V(m, m) denote the group of (m x m) orthogonal matrices. The 
integral over V( 1, n) is invariant under the transformation p + hp, where 
h E 0( 1 ), because the further transformation u + hu would leave the integral 
unaltered. Hence the resulting expression may be averaged with respect to 
h. If James [ 17, Eq. (27)] is applied, (2.3) becomes 
E(r$jy&) =i (27r-“/’ e-“12 j Ia (u’Du)~ (~‘Fu)-~ 
U1.n) 0 
xe -‘I2 oF,(& SU’~~‘U/~)S*‘~+~-~-~ ds du. (2.4) 
In (2.4), 
d’da,, . ..> a,; Bl, . . . . Bb; 6) = O” (al)i ... (a,)i 6’ c 
i=O (Bl)i *‘*(B*)ii.! 
denotes the generalized hypergeometric function of scalar argument (see 
Rainville [24]) and (~)~=(c)(c+l)...(c+d-1). The series in (2.4) is 
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uniformly convergent for all values of its argument so that it may be 
integrated term by term to obtain 
E(rFK)=~(2n)-~/2eU2j (u’Du)P (u’Fu)-4 
V(l,n) 
=2p-q (+)p-qe-~~2fv(*,n) (u’Du)P (u’Fv)-q 
x ,F,($l+ p - q; $; ~v’~$u)(do), (2.5) 
where (dv) denotes the unit-normalized measure on the surface of the 
n-dimensional unit sphere, that is, du = 2n”“(du)/T($z); cf. James [ 161. The 
integration with respect to s exists for all i provided 
n>2(q-p). (2.6) 
Thus E(r) will exist provided (2.6) is satisfied. If ACM = 0 (or, equivalently, 
DF= 0) the two quadratic forms are independent, in which case E(r) = 
E(r $Oi’;‘,) E( r?$,rP) which will exist provided n > 2q. 
Now select two positive constants, a and /I say, such that - 1~ 
u’(Z- aD) u < 1 and - 1 c u’(Z- PF) u < 1 for all u E V( 1, n). It is straight- 
forward to show that the allowable ranges of choice are 0 < a <2/d and 
0 < /? < 2/f, where d and f denote the largest eigenvalues of D and F, 
respectively. For a and fl within these bounds, it is possible to represent 
each quadratic form as an infinite binomial series. That is, for any real p, 
write 
(u’Du)~ = a-“( 1 - u’(Z- aD)u)p 
=c1 -p lFo(-p; u’(Z-aD)v); (2.7) 
similarly, (u’Fu)-~ = /I’ 1 F,(q; u’(Z- /?F)u) for any real q. Notice that both 
generalized hypergeometric functions are uniformly convergent by con- 
struction. This device has been implicitly used by Ruben [25] in the 
context of the distribution function of a quadratic form in normal variables. 
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If the series representations are substituted into (2.5), E(r) becomes 






x 1Fdq; U’V- mu) 
x ,zQ$l+ p -4; f; f u’yp’u)(du). w3) 
Integrating term by term yields 
E(r$jygp) = 2p-q(~.)p~q,-pBqe-“‘2 
x $ f f (-P)i(4)j(~n+P-4)k 
i=O j=CJ k=O ($2& i! j! k! 
x s (u’(Z- ctD)u)’ V(l,n) 
x (u’(Z- jw)u)j (u’pp’u)k (du). (2.9) 
Since u may be thought of as the first column of a matrix HE O(n), 
integration over V( 1, n) may be interpreted as an integration over 0(n). 
Write u = He,, where e, = (LO, . . . . 0)’ and HE O(n). Using James 
[17, Eq. (17)] and Davis [9, Eq. (l.l)] the integral in (2.9) is solved as 
s (u’(Z- crD)u)’ (u’(Z-pqu)’ (u’pp’uy (du) V(1.n) 
= s (tr(Z-c&) He,e;H’)‘(tr(Z-/IF) He,e;H’)j O(n) 
x (tr pp’He,e; H’)k (dH) 
=c 1 c SO(.) C,((Z- cdl) He,e; H’) 
V E Y 
x C,( (I- /IF’) He, e; H’) C,(pp’He, e; H’)(dH) 
=f: ; 1 1 cyY(z- aDI9 u-m, w’) Y VpeV.?C.” 
x C~K.v(ele;, e,e;, e,e;)/C,(Z,). (2.10) 
In this expression (dH) denotes the unit-normalized Haar measure on the 
0(n) group, and y, IC, v, and cp are ordered partitions of i, j, k, and i + j+ k, 
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respectively. Considerable simplification of (2.10) is possible. Using 
Chikuse [2, Eq. (3.4)], 
C;K,y(ele;, e,e;, e,e;)= f9;K.YCq(ele;), 
where O;K,v = C;K,Y(Z, Z, Z)/C,(Z) is a constant which is independent of n 
and may be zero. Now the zonal polynomial C,(e,e;) is zero for all parti- 
tions of i + j+ k other than the top partition, cp = (i + j + k, 0, . . . . 0) = 
[i + j + k], when it is unity. In turn this implies that the only partitions 
of i, j, and k for which (2.10) is non-zero are the top order partitions 
y = (i, 0, . . . . 0) = [Ii], K = (j, 0, . . . . 0) = [j], and v = (k, 0, . . . . 0) = [k], 
respectively. Also note that e:j%:!$J:l = 1 and Cci+ j+k,(ZJ = 
(Tin)i+ j+kl(+)i+ j+k. Thus, only the leading term in the series (2.10) is non- 
zero, and so the integral is finally solved as 
(t)i+j+k 
(fn)i+ j+k 
C ~j’$!$~f’ (I- aD, I- j?F, pp’). 
If (2.11) is substituted into (2.9), E(r) is given by 
E(r;y&) = 2P-q($n),_q a-p~qe~“‘z 
i-0 j-0 /ccl) 
(!!)i+ j+k 
‘(in)i+j+k 
C ~i$~‘~,$l (I- aD, I- /?F, pp’). (2.12) 
Provided a and j? are chosen within the prescribed bounds, (2.12) is a con- 
vergent series involving an invariant polynomial with three matrix 
arguments. The invariant polynomial in (2.12) appears in the special form 
of a top order polynomial; thus the methods of Chikuse [3] enable the 
computation of the invariant polynomial for all terms in the series (note 
that “Cl= i” in [3, Eq. (2.8)] should be replaced by &= r). 
Should p be an integer the series representation (2.7) terminates after 
p + 1 terms and is valid for any symmetric A (and hence D). In this case 
the index i in (2.12) need only increment to p; also, a is no longer bounded 
from above. Furthermore, (u’Du)~ can also be replaced by Cc,,(Duu’), 
leading to E(r) as 
E(r~~&) = 2P-q(fn),-q PqepA’2 
($)p+ j+k 
’ (fn)p+j+k 
C ;;‘;-‘ii+‘f;’ (D, I- /?F, p/d). (2.13) 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
3.1. Time Series Models 
Consider the stationary first-order autoregressive process 
Y, + 4Yt- 1= et, t = 1, . ..) n, (3.1) 
with abs(4) < 1. Assuming e= (er . ..e.)’ N N(0,02Z) implies that the obser- 
vations y = ( y, . .. y,)’ N iV(0, 52). As in Anderson [ 1, Chap. 61, 52-l may 
be well approximated by W-’ = (yoZ+y,A,), where y0 = (1 + 42)/a2, y1 = 
2&a2, and A, is the standard first differencing matrix. Define the &h-order 
sample autocorrelation coefftcient of the observations as 
rd = Y’A, Y/Y’?‘, d = 1, 2, . . . . (3.2) 
where A, is the standard dth-order differencing matrix. Let ME O(n) be 
such that MA, M’ = D1 is a diagonal matrix with (t, t)th element 
cos rrt/(n + 1) (see [l, Sect. 6.5.41); then x = D”‘My N N(0, I), where D = 
MW-‘M’ = (yOZ+ y1 DI) > 0. Consequently, rd = x’Adx/x’ D-lx, where 
2, = D-“‘MAdh4 D-“2 > 0. Applying (2.13) yields the hth moment of rd 
(h = 1, 2, . ..) as 
- C$‘$‘(Ad, Z-PO-‘) (3.3) 
with 0 </I < 2 (y,, - abs(y,) cos 7t/(n + 1)). 
Setting 4 = 0 in (3.1) yields the noise model; thus rd is equivalent to the 
residual autocorrelation coetficient. Using Davis [7, Eq. (2.2)], (3.3) 
simplifies to 
which conveniently expresses many of the expectations given in Ljung and 
Box [19]. 
3.2. Regression Model 
Consider the m-parameter classical linear regression model 
y=xfl+e, (3.5) 
where the (T x m) matrix X is of rank m < T. Let M = (I- X(X’X) - ’ X’), 
which can be decomposed into M = PP’ for some PE V(n, T), where 
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n = T - m. For & the vector of ordinary least squares residuals, finds P = 
My = Me. The Durbin and Watson [l 1 ] statistic used to test for 
autocorrelated disturbances is 
r = &‘A, $?tt? = e’MAIMefe’Me = x’A:xJx’x, (3.6) 
where x= P’e/o and A: = P’A, P (n xn). Under the null hypothesis of 
independence and assuming e N N(0, o’Z,), one finds x N N(0, I,), and the 
hth moment (h = 1,2, . ..) of r is 
E(rh) = E(rf$,) = ($), CChl(A:)/(fn)h. (3.7) 
A further application is examination of the robustness of E(P) to non- 
normal disturbances using Davis’ [6] two step procedure. Under the null 
hypothesis of independence, the lirst step requires Z?(P) to be computed 
under e N N(I~, a2Z) for fixed 8. The vector t9 is a ( T x 1) set of independent 
pseudo-random variables which have the same third and higher order 
cumulants and product cumulants as the desired non-normal distribution. 
Applying a linear operator, say E, as defined in [6], is step two of the 
procedure and will generate the true E(r”). Setting 8* = P’O/o and 
applying (2.13) 
=Eee-8’hfe/20= f (i+kL 
,=,(n/2+k),2kk! w+“( I’ 
C[hl,[kl A* (j*(jW), (3.8) 
where /I is selected as unity. Hillier and Smith [15] and Smith [28] have 
examined the robustness of E(rh) (h = 1,2,3,4) when the non-normal 
disturbances have moderate kurtosis and combined kurtosis and skewness, 
respectively. 
4. POSITIVE SEMIDEFINITE B 
It is of interest to examine the situation occurring when the denominator 
matrix in (1.1) is positive semidefinite, that is, Ba 0, and assume 
rank(B) = rank(F) = m < n. As (n -m) of the eigenvalues of (I- /3F) must 
be unity regardless of /I, then the representation of (u’Fu)-~ in (2.5) as a 
convergent binomial series is invalidated. Nevertheless, after further trans- 
formations, E(r) will be seen to involve a sum of expectations each 
evaluated exactly as in Section 2. 
Let F= H,MZ;, where the (m x m) diagonal matrix n contains all the 
positive eigenvalues of F and the columns of H, E V(m, n) are the corre- 
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sponding eigenvectors. Let the columns of H, E V(n - m, n) be the n-m 
eigenvectors corresponding to the n -m zero eigenvalues of F. Obviously 
H; H, = 0 and H, H; + H2 H; = I,. Now transform to independent vectors 
with independent components: zi = Hi x = Hi L-‘y N N(y,, I,,,), where 
y1 = H;L-lo; and z2 = H;x = H;L-‘y N N(y,,Z,_,), where y2 = 
H;L-‘w. The ratio 
y’Ay x’(H, H; + H, H;) D(H, H; + Hz H;)x -= 
Y’BY x’Fx 
z;c!,z, +22;52,z, +z;sz,z, 
= 
z; AZ, (4.1) 
In (4.1), 52, = Hi DH, (m xm), 8, = Hi DH, (m x (n-m)), and Q, = 
H; DHz ((n - m) x (n - m)). Observe that the matrix in the denominator of 
(4.1) is positive definite. By the multinomial expansion (throughout this 
section assume p is an integer; however, those instances when this can be 
relaxed to real p will be indicated) the expectation of (1.1) is 
E(r)= i;, j. (p,)( j:) 
x E E (z;Q,zl)p-i’ (2z;i-2*zJi’--~ (z;sz~zz)i* 
21 22 
(6 AZ, )” 
(4.2) 
As zi and z2 are independent, the expectation over z in (4.2) is equivalent 
to the product of the expectations over z1 and z2, E,, and Ez2, respectively. 
As (4.2) involves sums of expectations in a mixture of powers of quadratic 
and bilinear forms, the solution and existence requirements for E(r) must 
be revised. Four situations will be examined in the following sub-sections, 
the first three of which have Sz, = 0 in common. When Q2 = 0 the bilinear 
term in (4.2) is eliminated and E(r) can be solved using the results of 
Section 2. 
4.1. Q2 =O,Q, =o 
This case arises if DH, = 0 and can occur when the quadratic forms y’Ay 
and y’By are dependent, that is, A2B#O. For example, the Durbin- 
Watson statistic (3.6) falls within this section’s ambit. When 8, = 0 and 
52, =O, (4.2) simplifies to 
E(r) = E,,(z;~,z,)~ (z;Az~)-~ = E(rgFJ!,,), (4.3) 
the solution for which can be obtained from (2.12) after suitable replace- 
ments. From (2.6), the requirement for the existence of E(r) is m > 2(q - p). 
In this case p > 0 may be real. 
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4.2. i22, = 0 
This case can arise if the quadratic forms are dependent, for example, 
when D = I. When 52, = 0, (4.2) simplifies to 
The solution to each of the expectations on the right-hand side of (4.4) is 
obtained from (2.12) or (2.13) after suitable replacements. The conditions 
for existence of E(r) are identical to the conditions for existence of the 
expectation over zi. The most stringent requirement occurs when the index 
i, = p, requiring m > 2q. 
4.3. 52, =o, 52, =o 
If the two quadratic forms are independent then AQB = 0, which implies 
that 0, = 0 and Q, = 0. In this case (4.2) simplies to 
E(r)=E,,(z;nz,)-qEZ,(z;Q,z,)P 
= qrqi,4;I” ) &.P;qiy- “) 
.A.YI Q3. .YZ . 
Again p > 0 may be real and, provided m > 29, E(r) will exist. 
(4.5) 
4.4. Non-zero 52,, S2,, and 0, 
This is the most general case and it applies to some dependent quadratic 
forms. The expression for E(r) in (4.2) cannot be simplified. To determine 
the existence requirement for E(r) it is necessary to establish the term of 
the sum (4.2) that imposes the greatest restriction on m. The particular 
term occurs when i, = i2 = p and requires m > 2q for its existence. There- 
fore, E(r) will exist provided m > 2q. The complete solution for E(r) in this 
general case remains a matter of future research. 
5. MULTIPLE RATIOS 
So far only the expectation of a single ratio of quadratic forms has been 
considered; however, extending consideration to an expectation involving 
multiple ratios requires no theory beyond that already utilized. Adopt the 
nomenclature: a(A) to denote a,, . . . . aA for scalars ai (i= 1, . . . . A); a[A] to 
denote [a,], . . . . [aA] for top order partitions of scalars a, (i = 1, . . . . A); A tn, 
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to denote A i, . . . . A, for symmetric matrices A, (i= 1, . . . . a). With the 
n-vector y N N(w, Sz), generalize (1.1) to 
r= fi (Y’A~.Y)~’ fi (y’B,y)-4”. 
I=1 m=l 
(5.1) 
As before, with LL’ = Q, let D, = L’A,L > 0 (I = 1, . . . . P), F,,, = L’B, L > 0 
(m=l,...,Q),p=L-‘wandx=L-‘y N iV(p, I). Note that for purposes of 
illustration A, > 0 (I= 1, . . . . P) and B, > 0 (m = 1, . . . . Q) are assumed 
throughout this section. Given these transformations, denote r by 
rJ$pd,;,“:;e,!$, a multiple ratio of quadratic forms in the standardized normal 
vector X. 
Given the method of Section 2, and supposing that every quadratic form 
in r depends upon all other quadratic forms, E(r) will exist provided n > 
m? qm - Cf Pd. If r involved individual (or even blocks of) independent 
quadratic forms then the condition upon n for the existence of E(r) may 
change. For example, suppose that the first denominator quadratic form in 
r is independent of all other (P + Q - 1) quadratic forms, provided the 
more stringent of the requirements n > 2(x$ q,,, --C:P,) and n > 2q, is 
satisfied; then E(r) will exist. 
The infinite series representation of each quadratic form, as in (2.7), 
followed by a similar integration as performed to obtain (2.1 l), yields the 
solution for E(r) as 
XC 
* (fn+CPl-Cqm)k (lTI(-Pl)i,) 
zk( i)k k! (II &!I 
x (n(qm)j,) (~)~i,+~j,,,+k 
(njm!) (fn)~i,+~j,,,+k 
iCplJCQl.Ckl 
XCC~i,+~jm+k]((Z-aD) [PI, U-BQq, 14). (5.2) 
The symbol C* denotes Ciop=, ...C~=,Cjq3=o...C~=oC,“=,. If in (5.1) 
any p, is integer then the index i, would need only increment to p, in (5.2). 
Alternatively (D’D~u)~’ may be replaced by CCp,,(DIuu’), which would 
eliminate the index i, and leave D, as an argument matrix in the invariant 
polynomial (see the discussion preceding (2.13)). This method is adopted in 
the examples below. 
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5.1. Time Series Models (Continued) 
Consider the noise model, that is, when 4 = 0 in (3.1). Ljung and Box 
[ 191 examine the mean and variance of the statistic s = Cr rl, where rl is 
the Zth order residual autocorrelation coefficient as defined in (3.2). Let r 
denote the product of P residual autocorrelation coefficients each raised to 
some non-negative integer power, that is, 
r = $1 . . . rh,P= (y’y)-” fj (y’~I,y)~’ 
I=1 
= (x)x)-J fi (X’A,Xp, 
I= 1 
(5.3) 
where q = C h, and x = v/a N N(0, I). In the multinomial expansion of ~‘7, 
a typical expectation required in E(s~) is equivalent to E(r) = E(rhA(pp$$). In 
this case (5.2) simplifies considerably to yield E(r) as 
(5.4) 
Thus E(s~) is given by a weighted sum of terms of the form (5.4). 
Now consider the moments of products of sample autocorrelations in the 
autoregressive model (3.1) (4 is non-zero). Let r denote the product of P 
sample autocorrelation coefficients each raised to some non-negative 
integer power, that is, 
r = r:l . . . rh,p= (y’y)-” i (y’A,y)h’ 
I= 1 
= (XT-‘x)-q fj (X’A[Xy 
I= 1 
(5.3) 
where x = D”‘My N N(0, I). E(r) is equivalent to E(r!$L~$!l;O), and equals 
m (q)j (t)q+j E(r$Pb,i4$!,;J = flq c 7 ~ 
j=O J! (in),+j 
with 0 <p c 2 (y. -abs(y,) cos n/(l(n+ 1)). It is straightforward to show 
that (5.6) is equivalent to (5.4) when 4 = 0. 
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